smart City solutions
making your city smart.
together.
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smart air
quality
monitoring

beneFits oF smart air quality monitoring
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Air Quality Monitoring Solution will:
 Comply with EU directives: The EU Air Quality Directives (Directive
2008 / 50 / EC) require action and cooperation on global, European,
national and local levels
 Serve the local Directives and tourism: Results of the measurements
can be used for informing the tourists about the good air quality and
for marketing purposes.
 Help protect the environment: With measuring quality of air it is
easier to detect larger pollutants and then subsequently prove the
impact of pollution reduction measures.

 Support financial savings: Air pollution is both an environmental and
a social problem that affects human health, ecosystems, the environment
and the climate, affecting humans and animals not only via air but also
via water and food intake. It has large economic impact by increasing
medical costs and reducing productivity through working days lost
across the economy.
 Ensure longer life expectancy of citizens – According to research
made by the European Environment Agency (Air Quality in Europe
2016 report), over 500,000 premature deaths per year in Europe as the
result of air pollution.

end-2-end solution
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Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Air Quality Monitoring solution provides a scalable solution to measure and track air quality status in an affordable
and flexible manner.

The solution can be easily deployed at any location at a fraction of the
costs of traditional Air Quality monitoring stations. This flexibility gives
cities the ability to take a deeper look at the root causes of air pollution
and also allows a City to track the impact of public policy changes related
to air pollution on a specific area. High quality calibrated electrochemical
sensors are used to measure gas concentrations and laser based optical
sensors are used for detecting the concentration of air born particles.

Also, the solution supports a wide range of sensors that can provide
measurements of temperature, relative humidity – all from one remote
monitoring terminal.
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Air Quality monitoring solution can be used to
supplement an existing or a standalone solution. Additionally, it is possible
to integrate and provide data to Public health Institutes to give a broader
overview to a regional and national audience.

Sensor Box

Connectivity

Telekom Smart City
Cloud SaaS

smart air quality monitoring
The Deutsche Telekom Air Quality Monitoring solution supports the
gathering of information for determining compliance with National
Environmental laws and public health regulations.
The solution is simple to install, and the field hardware is up and running
with a simple power and internet connection.
The remote monitoring terminal uses available networks (Wi-Fi, 3G / 2G)
to periodically send measurement data to the cloud application.
The solution is made to simplify operation and maintenance tasks including:
maintenance and calibration of sensors also alarming and other tasks
which fulfill high availability requirements.
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smart bike
sharing

beneFits oF smart bike sharing
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Bike Sharing Solution will:
 Attract more Tourists: Tourists use the bicycle for leisure / tourism,
to view attractions, cultural and artistic treasures or just to have fun.
 Reduce traffic: The combination of tourists and Citizens on bicycles
helps to reduce traffic in highly traveled and visited sections of the city.
 Engage environmentally friendly: Less traffic on the streets means
less pollution and a more environmentally friendly city.
 Increase advertising: Besides rental revenues, advertising is one of
the largest revenue sources for the Smart Bike Sharing solution, this is
an important item to consider when selecting the bike.

end-2-end solution
City
mobility
user

oPtional
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Installation

Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Bike Sharing solution provides a simple way for citizen to find the closest bike, rent it and pay for it. Smart Bike
Sharing benefits businesses, residents and tourist as a cost efficient, interesting and time saving way to cover short distances.

Smart Bike Sharing is growing in importance as citizens combine different
modes of transportation for their daily and one time commutes. Smart
Bike sharing provides citizen with a new option when selecting the most
suitable means of transport available for travel. The solution also supports
user accounts to enable mobile payments via credit cards.
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The Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Bike Sharing solution offers the city a visible
and practical means to bring Smartness to its citizens at an affordable
price. Our solution supports the city from the bike management software
solution all the way down to providing the bikes and the field services
related to bike management.

Core oFFering
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smart bike sharing solution
The solution places a SIM card in each bike sharing bicycle to allow the
city to track its exact location and to enable billing. The services are quite
easy to use. Citizens or tourists locate a bike in one of the bike docking
stations that are installed at major commuting centers around the city. They
use an application to access and pay for the bike and away they go. Once
they are done and return the bike to any of the bike docking stations,
they access the application again, the bike locks itself and billing is
completed.
 Bikes and docking stations – are provided by selected partners that
are already active in bike sharing.
 Bike Sharing Application – The main software behind the solution,
which enables location detection, billing and other value services to
the citizens
 Bike Management services – Bikes will require maintenance and
relocation to the most efficient areas. DT can support with these
services as well.
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smart City
dashboard

beneFits oF smart City dashboard
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart City Dashboard solution will:
 Integrate with various data sources: Existing and new data sources
contribute to the data pool that feed the dashboard.
 Support decision making: Current data from various sources will
allow for deep insights into patterns and trends.
 Show your citizens progress: Create visualization for public displays
(town hall, waiting areas in the city administration buildings) to show the
positive impacts that Smart City is having for the Citizens.
 Present appealing updates to your citizens: The hierarchical nature
of the dashboard ensures that insights can be shared readily across
departments and with citizens, while each user has a streamlined view
of the information that’s essential to his or her specific role.

end-2-end solution
City data

oPtional
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Deutsche Telekom’s Smart City Dashboard enables a city to understand and visualize what is happening and to act on that information.
The City will use the information to steer the city in much the same way as a driver uses a car’s dashboard, but with much greater flexibility.

Cities have been using data to understand city life, solve urban problems,
formulate policy and guide operational governance for a long time, but
with more and more Smart City applications being implemented, the ability
to understand and use the data gets more and more critical. The Smart
City Dashboard is a tool that improves a Cities control over large volumes
of varied and quickly changing data. The application helps to identify

trends impacting the daily operation of the city and will continuously
provide new forms of analytics. The dashboard is divided into several
sections, designed for the different roles in the city. Smart Cities of the
future will leverage technology, including data analytics and automation,
to better serve citizens and visitors in all aspects of urban life.
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smart City dashboard
One of the big challenges on the path to becoming a Smart City is figuring
out how to show the value of the new services to the citizens. Smart City
Dashboard by Deutsche Telekom will help Cities understand and show
the impact of urban data and how it can be used to improve the city.
The Smart City Dashboard is a web based application optimized for
Smartphone, tablet and large displays. It is a flexible to display information
from a variety of sources in a user friendly way. Users can customize
their own screen and can make changes anytime.
The data and information available on the screen can be selected from
a KPI library. The major building elements of the KPI library are to be
obtained as individual modules depending on applications
We have already developed standard modules but it is also possible to
create unique modules relevant for a particular customer’s existing
legacy systems.
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smart eleCtriC
vehiCle
Charging

beneFits oF smart eleCtriC vehiCle Charging
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Electric Vehicle Charging solution will:
 Add benefits for Electric Vehicle Charging service providers: A single
solution from infrastructure to software to start your business, attract
potential customers and ensure proper invoicing.
 Increase benefits for Parking Lot owners: Offer new charging services
and benefit from positioning your location on interactive maps (e.g.
shopping malls, hotels, parking garages, etc.).
 Improve the experience for Electric Vehicle Drivers: Easy to use
authentication and initiation of the charging session simplifies charging.
Automated transaction tracking and billing increases transparency on
the energy cost of the vehicle.

 Eliminate “range anxiety”: A single solution that provides access to
an international network of charging locations. Deutsche Telekom has
established strategic partnerships to bring charging service information
to the Electric Vehicle Driver.
 Comply with environmental & policy benefits: An easier find and to
access electric vehicle charging infrastructure will expand the use of
electric vehicle in a city. This in turn helps a city reduce its carbon footprint while enabling public policy makers and authorities with trackable
information on environmental protection and carbon reduction goals.

end-2-end solution
seamless
ev-Charging

oPtional
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Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Electric Vehicle Charging Solution combines charging infrastructure with easy to use software that helps Electric
Vehicle Drivers find, book and pay for electric vehicle charging.

The solution supports both public and private customers in selecting and
deploying charging infrastructure that meets their individual needs (Fast
AC and Ultra-Fast DC). Deutsche Telekom supports the charging infrastructure with a state of the art cloud based ICT Management platform
that delivers information on the availability of infrastructure to Electric
Vehicle Driver electrical vehicles in real-time. So once the charging
infrastructure is deployed, Deutsche Telekom can support your business
by attracting drivers to your charging locations and at the same time
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handle the billing of the charging transaction. So, whether you are installing
the location for commercial reasons or simply deploying charging for
your own fleet of vehicles DT can help with a solution. Deutsche Telekom
has established strategic partnerships to bring charging service information
to the Electric Vehicle Driver eliminating “Range Anxiety”. The Telekom
EV charging solution is an integrated solution providing access to an
international network of more than 10,000 publically available charging
locations.
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smart eleCtriC vehiCle Charging
inFrastruCture & aPPliCations
The Deutsche Telekom Electric Vehicle Charging Application provides
users with a simple map based interface maps to locate available charging
stations on the go.
The application provides the driver with information about the status of
the charging stations, directs him to the station, manages the interaction
with the charging infrastructure and bills the charging transaction.
So the Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Electric Vehicle Charging solution not
only enables the charging infrastructure it enables your electric vehicle
charging business by ‘advertising’ the availability of your charging infrastructure to all possible customers based on status.
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smart
Parking

beneFits oF smart Parking
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Parking Solution will:
 Reduce traffic: Studies show that drivers spend 106 days looking
for parking spots.
 Reduce pollution: Each search for a parking spot comes with an
environmental impact of 1.3 kilograms of CO² emissions.
 Quality of life: Smart Parking solutions spare motorists the tiresome
search for parking and improve the quality of life in the city.
 Citywide Parking view: Information from private and public parking
can be combined so a city can effectively adapt parking policy using
all available information.
 Public Policy: The information from a Smart Parking solution will provide
the city with detailed information to allow a deeper understanding
of the impact of public parking policy and actual parking behaviors.

end-2-end solution
oCCuPanCy
data

oPtional
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It is estimated that up to 30% traffic in a City is caused by drivers searching for a parking space. Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Parking solution
helps drivers to save time, reduces pollution and lowers the risk of citizens not following public parking policy.

The Deutsche Telekom Smart Parking solution helps a city to manage all
the challenges related to running an effective public parking service. In
its basic version the solution can simply track the occupied / not occupied
status of parking spaces and reflect this information on strategically located
parking signs and through a mobile application. In its more advanced

version the Deutsche Telekom Smart Parking solution can be extended
to cover parking permits (residential, disabled drivers, taxi, coach and
delivery vehicle), enforcement of parking violations and even can control
access to specific parking areas.
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Parts oF the smart Parking solution
The Smart Parking application by Deutsche Telekom collects occupancy
information from various sensing technology in the city. The data will be
transferred into the cloud based infrastructure via Deutsche Telekom’s
industrial grade network.
Additionally, the application helps the city to manage the permissions
and set up the vehicle access policies.
Citizens can access the status of parking availability via a smart device.
The mobile application shows the available space in the area and even
enable payment. However, the solution is also capable to be integrated
to the customer’s currently existing payment methods.
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smart PubliC
saFety

beneFits oF smart PubliC saFety
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Public Safety Solution will:
 Help to manage the information flood: The surveillance team can
focus on assessment of and response to incidents rather than on finding
the incident in the overwhelming stream of videos.
 Automate Video Surveillance: The camera sees, the algorithm detects
and the human acts.
 Control cost of Public Safety: Increasing demand for video surveillance
can be satisfied without the cost of growing surveillance teams.

 Guarantee privacy under surveillance: The analytics can be combined
with privacy protection –a scrambling of faces or objects that the
surveillance team will not be able to recognize while still being able to
evaluate the scene. The unscrambled material can be reviewed only
by specially authorized users (e.g. following a court order).
 Comply with EU-Regulations: The video analysis in combination
with the privacy protector is certified under the new EU Guideline for
privacy protection and data security.

end-2-end solution
inCidents in
PubliC sPaCe

oPtional
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Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Public Safety solution enables a city to use networked surveillance cameras in combination with a wide range of
state of the art video analytics modules in order to cost effectively enhance the efficiency of law enforcement and greatly improve the overall
safety of the city.
Public safety is one of the most important services a City offers, as safer
cities attract investment, business, and skilled labor that fuels economic
growth. The Smart Public Safety solution helps law enforcement agencies
monitor the surveillance video in public areas to detect incidents and
unusual activity patterns through real-time video analysis, ensuring faster
and more accurate triggering of alarms and response. As video surveillance
grows so does the daunting task of monitoring all the live video streams
to process all incoming video streams effectively. To provide reliable and
effective Smart Public Safety a robust easy to use video analytics and
video management solution is necessary to support city officials and
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employees in their everyday lives. Specific events and situations recognized in the video by the analytics system are automatically brought to
the attention of the surveillance team to trigger a response and reduce
response times. This is especially true in cases of emergences when every
second counts.
Studies show that roughly 57% of city operational costs are attributed to
public safety (police, fire, ambulance) and the automation of processes
in this area help a City to keep operational costs under control, while
improving service
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smart PubliC saFety solution
The Smart Public Safety Solution of Deutsche Telekom provides the
following video analytics modules for video surveillance:
 Video Enhancer optimizes raw video data in order to enhance the
detection of events in an image and to improve analysis results.
 Privacy Protector obscures faces, persons or objects in surveillance
videos in real-time through scrambling.
 Intrusion Detector detects the intrusion of persons or vehicles into
critical areas.
 Object Detector detects unwanted objects in closed rooms.
 People Counter counts people passing through a defined area in a
video stream.
 Face Collector detects and files faces in a video stream.
 License Plate Recognition recognizes license plates on vehicles and
matches them with blacklists / whitelists.
 Traffic Analyser Direction Control detects if an object moves in a
given direction through a previously defined region
 Queue Detector analyzes queues in order to detect overcrowding.
 Activity Analyzer analyzes the duration of motion and dwelling for
statistical purposes
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smart PubliC
transPortation

beneFits oF smart PubliC transPortation
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Public Transportation solution will:
 Support Public Transportation planning: The solution offers planning
services (network, time table, traffic calendar, circulation, performance),
the allocation of resource requirements, including a Graphical Information System to improve routing visualization.
 Improve Vehicle Maintenance: Collecting current data on board of
the vehicle and generating statistics on operating conditions and fuel
levels improves planning of maintenance activities.
 Improve Traffic Management: The solution monitors the position of
vehicles and allows the dispatcher to support changes in the routing
and to log the events causing delays in the schedule.

 Green Light request feature: the solution can communicate with
traffic lights on the route and adapt the green signal period, providing
as necessary a green path for the public transportation.
 Enhance Public Transportation ticket vending: the solution supports
selling tickets on board, at cash-desks, via the internet and via mobile
applications as well as from the vending machines at the stops.
 Provide Passenger Information: Information generated from real-time
data is distributed to displays and monitors throughout the system, the
internet, mobile phone apps and text message based systems.
 Passenger counting: The solution also counts in real time the number
of passengers using each vehicle.

end-2-end solution
Passenger
inFo

oPtional

Deutsche Telekom’s solution combines smart technologies to increase
efficiency, safety and coordination across the different transport networks
in a city. We create solutions that drive efficiencies to make transport
systems more reliable and more sustainable for the city and its citizens.
The solution is modular and easy to customize so Cities can create a
unique solution to fit best its specific requirements. Real time data generated by the solution helps citizens to optimize waiting time and improves
the overall experience of using public transportation. Also information

from the vehicles in the network enables the city to improve time schedules based on improved passenger counting and even generate information to enable more efficient management of traffic lights. Expanded
ticketing options enable ever increasing payment and access options.
The solution supports all basic processes of a public transport network,
from planning to daily operation, while at the same time supporting data
analysis to optimize the ever changing situation on the city streets.
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Deutsche Telecom’s Smart Public Transportation solution helps the city make public transportation easier to use and more reliable while at
the same time helping to streamline operations with new integrated features like ticketing and green light requests.
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smart PubliC transPortation solution
The Deutsche Telekom Smart Public Transport solution provides information from all connected vehicles / devices to enable control, planning
and communication of activities in near real time.
Deutsche Telekom will provide all required equipment for the vehicles
and stops to ensure end to end control and communication with operators
and users of the Transport system.
Based on the cities requirements the information from the solution can
populate user apps, information signs at stops and web sites as needed.
Deutsche Telekom can also provide integration services to enable the city
to connect data from this solution with other systems run by the city, for
example the solution can proactively alert the maintenance crew to take
action based on simple parameters defined by the City.
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smart street
lighting

beneFits oF smart street lighting management
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Street Lighting Management solution will:
 Reduce energy consumption: Changing to LED luminaires will reduce
electricity costs by 40–60 %, but Deutsche Telekom will enable a city
to achieve additionally 10–20 % electricity savings through remotely
controllable and programmable street lights.
 Reduce maintenance cost: Immediate detection of damaged street
lights and anticipation of expected outages will enable city maintenance
staff to optimize field service schedules and performance overall.
Through Smart Street Lighting Management, it is further expected that
a city can save more than 15 % on routine maintenance costs.
 Make citizens feel safer: Proper street lighting ranks as one of the
most important aspects of feeling safe on city streets. Properly lit
streets prevent accidents and reveal sources of danger.

 Create a low crime environment: Additionally, the ability to
tailor light intensity and direction in specific areas ensures safer
conditions on the road and pathways and helps with reducing
undesired activities.
 Monitor and analyze performance of lighting systems: Provide
access to certain street light information via a web portal. Commands
which can be programmed or given at need. Storage of key figures
of the lighting system’s performance.
 Comply with policies and reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Reduce greenhouse gas emission and kept in line with EU directives
imposed on cities and municipalities.
 Can be used by a city, a utility or an energy service company:
Services are pretty much universal, with different deployment and
sourcing models.

end-2-end solution
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Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Street Lighting Management solution greatly reduces energy bills, reduces maintenance costs, reduces greenhouse
gas emissions, while at the same time improving the overall safe feeling within a city.

smart street lighting management
aPPliCation

Street lighting accounts for more than 40 percent of a city’s energy bill so
cities can benefit greatly by implementing cost saving technologies like
Smart Street Lighting. The basis of Smart Street Lighting is a central light
management application and control nodes located in or near the deployed
luminaires. These systems enable cities to gain remote control of all
street lights. The city can then program the lighting cycles for turning on
and off, define criteria for dimming behaviors to optimize costs and

The DT Street Lighting Management application provides remote control
of all connected street lights. It can be used to switch lamps on or off,
program lighting patterns, and define dimming behaviors.
Beyond that, the application collects notifications about the status of
nodes. If a lamp consumes too much energy or if it is burned out, the
application will generate a notification that can alert the maintenance
crew to take action. DT can also provide integration services to enable
the city to seemlessly connect lighting management trouble tickets
with the city’s existing workforce management system.

maintenance that were not available until now. A city can implement
different dimming schedules based on the type of area (residential,
industrial, city center), events (christmas markets, football matches) and
different situations (low traffic times). In the past street lights were a basic
and often overlooked service, but now street lighting can be as dynamic
as the city likes.

In addition to the standard software solution, more complex setups can
be realized. The solution allows integration with other sensors, data sources
or tools. For instance, sensors for weather conditions could be used to
update the lamps’ level of brightness. Or motion sensors for pedestrians in
a park at night could trigger the lights to illuminate a larger area around.
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smart waste
management

beneFits oF smart waste management
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Waste Management Solution will:
Fill-level sensing
 Reduce logistic costs: fill-level sensors enable direct savings (up to
40%) in fuel and overall waste collection costs.
 Be easy to use: The sensors are easy to mount in the bin and require
minimum maintenance.
 Be fully automated: no additional actions by the workers are required
and it does not affect the usual work processes.
 Help environment protection: By avoiding overflow of containers, the
systems helps preventing pollution of the environment and loss of valuable recycling material as well as reducing CO2 and noise emissions.

Bin identification
 Comply with EU directives: The EU waste legislative expect municipal
waste companies to bill their service on “pay as you throw” model. This
requires the ability to identify individual bins.
 Simplify “Pay as you throw” models: Charging can be based on
volume of the bin and the number of emptying or total weight of the
waste created by the household. The ID and the mass of the individual
bin is transferred via the truck as the waste is picked up, so data can
be immediately transferred to the billing system.
 Improve handling of irregular filling: When the truck crew identifies
irregularities in a bin, pressing a button automatically stops the pick-up
and sends a notification with the bin-ID for further action.

end-2-end solution
Container
Fill level

bin
identiFiCation

oPtional
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Deutsche Telekom’s Waste Management Solution is designed to help utility companies improve services around waste collection. The solution
provides a cleaner city, while reducing costs, improving visibility of issues experienced during collection and enable new and innovative
charging schemes.
The solution is flexible and scalable to all types and sizes of waste
management companies and enables logistical savings of up to 40%.
The Smart Waste Management solution provides detailed information on
the fill status of the container that will enable dynamic routing to reduce
unnecessary transport costs. This same feature will enable a city to ensure
that containers are not overflowing to ensure a positive citizen and tourism

experience. The solution also can provide the city with information on the
amount of waste collected by the trucks and taken to the landfill, as well
as allow the garbage collectors to notify the city when containers are
used improperly. Most interestingly the solution can enable innovative
billing solutions to enable a fair charging policy by the waste management authority.
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smart waste management
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Waste Management application gathers information from the fill-level sensors in the containers and bin identification
system on the trucks to enable more efficient waste collection (route
optimization), container identification, fill level status and also to enable
innovative billing practices without any additional work by collection teams.
The solution ensures a cleaner city by triggering action before a
container reaches its maximum filling. It also tracks the exact position and
temperature of containers and provides information on its weight at
pick-up. Enabling operational statistics and KPI to improve the overall
waste management services offered to the citizens
In addition the Deutsche Telekom solution offers video options to prove
collection was made at key locations as well as hand held devices for
more basic non truck-based installations.
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rodos
smart Crisis
management

beneFits oF smart Crisis management
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Crisis Management solution will:
 Plan Events better: The solution enables authorities to plan (based on
historical information) and manage events (based on live information)
easier.
 Support Crowd Analytics: Information can be analyzed in a specific
area to show crowd direction, speed, area of origin and duration of
stay. All important factors in defining the next move of an emergency
response team..

 Display simple Map Views: Information is displayed on a map to
support the different planning and operational requirements of a city.
 Improve response time: Increased visibility of the real time situation
enables emergency response teams operate swiftly to a changing
situation.
 Comply with Data Privacy regulations: All data from the mobile
network is anonymous, to protect the identity of the data source.

end-2-end solution
anonymised
mobile and
Fleet data

In a crisis every moment counts and information is key. The Deutsche Telekom’s Crisis Management solution provides Cities with a tool to reduce
response times in a crisis, to optimize response measures and to support the planning of major events.

The Deutsche Telekom Crisis Management solution collects and analyzes
anonymized information on people density based on mobile network
data in near real-time. This stream of real-time data is processed to show
the concentration of people and movement of people on a high-resolution
map. This information is useful in a wide range of situations that a city
must manage like sporting events, parades, political gathers and concerts.
These events require large numbers of emergency personnel and the

ability to obtain and process key data to direct this manpower properly in
case a problem occurs. If a problem does occur, DT’s Smart Crisis
Management solution will provide information to authorities so they can
take corrective actions. If no problems occur, the information can still be
used to identify potential problems in areas of concern ensuring that the
City can proactively improve the citizen experience at future events.

oPtional
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smart Crisis management
The Deutsche Telekom Smart Crisis Management solution is ready to
use and is running in Deutsche Telekom’s highly secure data centers in
Germany: This structure ensures scalability and operates under strict
regulations on data protection and data privacy.
A city can adapt the Smart Crisis Management web portal to its needs
and, thanks to the scalable solution, can also feed in data from external
sources.
As an integrated telecommunications provider Deutsche Telekom
offers hardware and software from a single source and supplies relevant
movement data from its mobile network.
Many years of experience, over 20 successfully implemented projects in
the EU, and cooperation with business and universities make Deutsche
Telekom an ideal partner for cities.
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rodos
smart traFFiC
management

beneFits oF smart traFFiC management
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Traffic Management solution will:
 Simple Map Views: Data is displayed on both a map view and in a linear view to support the different planning and operational requirements
of a city.
 Traffic Analytics: Data can be analyzed on different sections of the
roadway to show: average speeds, position and length of jams or time
lost compared with normal traffic flow.
 Communicate Traffic problems: Open API allow a city to relay
important traffic information automatically in real time to external
systems such as traffic reports on radio or TV.

 Plan Traffic accurately: The solution enables authorities to plan and
manage traffic easier in cities and on main roads.
 Improved response time: Increased visibility of the real time situation
enables traffic authorities to respond swiftly to the every changing
traffic situation.
 Share the information: The solution can also share its information
with external applications and websites via an(API).
 Data Privacy: All data (from the mobile network or fleet) is
anonymous, to protect the identity of the data source.

end-2-end solution
anonymised
mobile and
Fleet data

Deutsche Telekom’s Smart Traffic Management solution combines mobile phone location and fleet information to enable a real time traffic
overview that helps a City to keep traffic moving.

The solution analyzes large amounts of real time mobile data (from cars
and phones) to provide a complete traffic overview. A city can incorporate
existing data from traffic detectors, traffic lights, tunnel management
systems, surveillance cameras, or weather information systems for an
even more comprehensive view of the traffic situation. Access to this latest
information in a consolidated overview improves the overall effectiveness
of traffic management. Traffic and urban planners can now see from
traffic flow data (current and historical) where bottlenecks are and make

better decision on planning normal traffic. In addition city traffic planners
can estimate in more detail the impact of road closures when planning
construction related diversions and detours.
Finally thanks to the open API’s, important traffic information can be
automatically relayed in real time to external systems such as traffic reports
on radio or TV. Supporting the most efficient information flow from City
to Citizen to help keep traffic moving.

oPtional
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smart traFFiC management
The Deutsche Telekom Traffic Management solution is ready to use and
is running in Deutsche Telekom’s highly secure data centers in Germany:
This structure ensures scalability and operating under strict regulations
on data protection and data privacy.
A city can adapt the Smart Traffic Management web portal to its needs
and, thanks to the scalable solution, can also feed in data from external
sources.
As an integrated telecommunications provider Deutsche Telekom offers
hardware and software from a single source and supplies relevant
movement data from its mobile network.
Many years of experience, over 20 successfully implemented projects in
the EU, and cooperation with business and universities make Deutsche
Telekom an ideal partner for cities.
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wiFi4eu

beneFits oF wiFi4eu
Benefits for the Cities & Public Authorities






Benefits for Citizens & Visitors

Real time and historic crowd monitoring
Improve city services based on data analytics
Intergration with Cityboard and Smart City Platform is possible
Reach immediately citizens & visitors with useful public information
Be part of the Europe-wide WiFi4EU network

Security layer
(powered by
Cisco Umbrella)






Free access to internet in public areas
Free access to useful local applications and services
Great user experience
One single account for all WiFi4EU networks

Welcome
page,
authentication

Management
cloud

Internet

Internet
access router

Indoor environments

Deutsche Telekom’s solution for providing free WiFi access in public spaces is another way of supporting Europe’s digital future.

The European Commission wishes to promote free Wi-Fi with
internet connectivity for citizens and visitors in public spaces such
as parks, squares, public building, libraries, health centres, and
museums everywhere in Europe through its WiFi4EU initiative.
The aim is to install up to 7,000 hot spots by 2020, covering indoor,
outdoor and public transport areas, where no other free WiFi Internet
connection is available. Eligible entities can be local public institutions,
rural communes and municipalities. The granted amount will be

€15.000, allocated in the form of vouchers to cover the solution costs.
Beneficiaries can choose the telecom operator to deliver the WiFi
equipment, install and provide warranty for 3 years.
Taking into consideration the tight budgets of municipalities,
Deutsche Telekom has designed a dedicated Wifi4EU package
which can be extended based on the needs and the environment
of public institutions.

HOW WILL IT WORK?
#1: Registration
on WiFi4EU portal

#2: Submit application
on the portal on the
date of call's launch
at given hour

#5: Selection of
WiFi supplier

#6: Installation of
WiFi equipment
(within 1,5 years)
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SUBMIT

#3: Vouchers
distributed
on FCFS basis

#4: Procurement
process for
WiFi4EU
installation

#7: Voucher is given to
supplier who will be
remunerated by EU

#8: Beneficiary commits
to operate WiFi for
at least 3 years

Switches may be
part of costumer’s
existing network

Outdoor environments

BASIC PACKAGE
The basic package includes the delivery and installation of access
points, if necessary the instalment of the local network. Features:
 Content approved, filtered access to the Internet
 Bandwidth limitation (per user basis)
 Traffic statistics
 3 years manufacturer guarantee for hardware

ADVANCED PACKAGE
The advanced package includes additional options for the city,
on top of the basic package.
 Features are configured, managed and customized by our
experienced engineers
 No staff and knowledge needed by City
 No maintenance work required by City
 The monitoring system minimizes the possibility of system
failures and helps to quickly resolve related issues
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narrowband
iot (nb-iot)

everything
Can be ConneCted

The game changer for smart
cities of the future
bringing Customers into a digital world
NB-IoT communication technology has a wide range of performance advantages like lower costs, low device
power consumption and deep indoor penetration. The advancement in communication technology addresses
applications that are not cost efficiently served by existing networks and communication technologies:
Smart City Applications

Energy Efficiency / Smart Buildings
 Indoor light control systems
 Access control, alarm systems, e.g. smoke detectors
 HVAC controls (heating, ventilation, air conditioning)

Narrowband IoT is a new cellular communication technology specifically designed for the Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart City solutions.
The technology is ideal for the low bandwidth communication requirements of many Smart City applications like Street Lighting, Parking, Waste
Management, Metering (gas, water, electric) and others. The unique advantages of this new cellular communication technology are low cost,
low energy consumption and deep indoor penetration. NB-IoT communication technology uses existing mobile network sites to provide a highly
reliable, highly secure network with excellent coverage in most cities.

making smart City & the internet
oF things real with nb-iot

nb-iot:
FaCts at a glanCe

Smart City is one part of the larger story of the Internet of Things. The
Internet of Things is a world of physical objects or “things” embedded with
software, sensors and network connectivity, which enables these objects
to collect and exchange data. Smart Street Lighting, Smart Parking and
Smart Waste Management are examples of well established Smart City /
IoT applications.

 NB-IoT is a new communication technology perfect for Smart City and
IoT applications
 Designed for applications that don’t use much data
(600 b/s up to 250 kB/s)
 Supports the wireless connection of lots of small and simple devices
 Supports lower cost devices
 Enables longer battery lives in devices
 Provides deep indoor penetration, coverage where it wasn’t
possible before
 Reliable network that requires no maintenance from the city
 Highly secure technology based telecom standards

DT is deploying NB-IoT communication technology specifically to serve
low data rate applications in a more cost competitive manner compared
to existing WiFi or other mobile broadband networks (i.e. GPRS, 3G or
4G / LTE). Cities require Smart Communication Solutions with the right
technical features to simply and cost-efficiently connect their smart
devices. Therefore, Deutsche Telekom supports NB-IoT communication
technology for low power wide area systems in the 3GPP industry
standard.
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Smart Street Lighting
 Remote control of street lights based
on the specific areas needs enables
reduced energy consumption, greater
costs savings and safer city streets
 Light control nodes for dimming,
on / off per section of the city
 Supports different types of luminaires

Smart Metering
 Remote reading of utility meters creates greater
convenience for customers while reducing
logistics costs for utility providers
 Deep indoor / underground coverage needed
to reach meters
 Long battery life for devices critical to success

Smart Waste Management
 Measuring the fill level of waste containers with
embedded sensors. An action is triggered to
empty containers after the container reaches
a defined filling level
 Waste management companies can optimize
logistics / petrol costs
 Consumers benefit from in-time bin emptying
 Bin identification with other technology enables
pay as you throw models

Smart Parking
 The solution can simply track the occupied / not occupied status of parking
spaces and reflect this information on
strategically located parking signs and
deliver information a mobile application
 In ground sensor solutions
 Parking app to use normal mobile
communications
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why deutsChe telekom
Deutsche Telekom’s Smart City solution offers the following advantages:

oPen inFrastruCture

Flexible business models

Part oF a larger smart City eCosystem

The Deutsche Telecom Smart City solutions can share their information
with external applications via API. You can incorporate data from external
information sources to the city or with other city management/information
systems based on your needs. When a City has enough data, or a reason
for more complex uses for that data Deutsche Telecom can support with
its Smart City/IoT Platform Suite of services. This will allow a city to make
the most of its data with a flexible and powerful Smart City engine.

City can receive Deutsche Telecom Smart City solutions in a variety of
flexible business models. Deutsche Telekom’s can generally provides all
the necessary components and services from a single source or allow the
City to source components and services separately (based on certain
technical prerequisites Components would include: Management Software,
Sensors, Actors, Cameras, Charging Stations and even bicycles, Services
would include Cloud Services, Platform Services, Installation, maintenance
and Software as a Service models.

A city can start with one stand along Smart City Service from Deutsche
Telecom and slowly grow to provide a full range of other smart city
services to its citizens

Smart City
field services
Smart City
EcoSystem

Smart City
network
operations

Connectivity
(NBIoT)
System
Integrator
Big Data/
Analytics

Strong local
presence &
partners

Smart City
Platform
Cloud
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